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WEAK CONVERGENCE TO EXTREMAL PROCESSES AND RECORD
EVENTS FOR NON-UNIFORMLY HYPERBOLIC DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
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Abstract. For a measure preserving dynamical system (X , f, µ), we consider the time series of
maxima Mn = max{X1, . . . , Xn} associated to the process Xn = φ(fn−1(x)) generated by the
dynamical system for some observable φ : X → R. Using a point process approach we establish
weak convergence of the process Yn(t) = an(M[nt]− bn) to an extremal process Y (t) for suitable
scaling constants an, bn ∈ R. Convergence here taking place in the Skorokhod space D(0,∞)
with the J1 topology. We also establish distributional results for the record times and record
values of the corresponding maxima process.
1. Introduction
Consider a measure preserving dynamical system (X , f, µ), where X ⊂ Rd, f : X → X is a
measurable transformation, and µ is an f -invariant probability measure supported on X . Given
a measurable (observable) function φ : X → R we consider the stationary stochastic process
X1, X2, . . . defined as
Xi = φ ◦ f i−1, i ≥ 1, (1)
and its associated maximum process Mn defined as
Mn = max(X1, . . . , Xn). (2)
Under appropriate assumptions on the system (X , f, µ), there exist scaling constants an > 0
and bn ∈ R and a non-degenerate limit function G(u) for which
lim
n→∞µ{x ∈ X : an(Mn(x)− bn) ≤ u} = G(u). (3)
Beyond the distributional limit established in (3), here we consider the continuous time process
{Yn(t) : t ≥ 0} defined by
Yn(t) =
{
an(M[nt] − bn) t ≥ 1/n;
an(X1 − bn) 0 < t < 1/n.
(4)
For each n ≥ 1, Yn(t) is a random graph with values in the Skorokhod space D(0,∞). Under
suitable hypotheses on (X , f, µ) we prove existence of a non-degenerate limit process Y (t) so
that Yn(t)
d→ Y (t) in D(0,∞) with respect to the Skorokhod J1 metric. Here, d→ denotes
weak convergence (or convergence in distribution). The limit process Y (t) will be the so called
extremal process which we now define.
1.1. Extremal processes and weak convergence. Consider a general probability space
(Ω,B, µ), where B is the σ-algebra of sets in the sample space Ω. If X : Ω → R is a ran-
dom variable, we let F (u) := µ{X ≤ u}, and define finite dimensional distributions:
Ft1,...,tk (u1, . . . , uk) = F
t1
(
k∧
i=1
{ui}
)
F t2−t1
(
k∧
i=2
{ui}
)
· · ·F tk−tk−1(uk), (5)
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with t1 < t2 < · · · < tk, and ∧ denoting the minimum operation. Suppose that YF (t) is a
stochastic process with these finite dimensional distributions, i.e.
µ{YF (t1) ≤ u1, . . . YF (tk) ≤ uk} = Ft1,...,tk(u1, . . . , uk). (6)
By the Kolmogorov extension theorem such a process exists and is called an extremal-F process.
A version can be taken in D(0,∞), i.e. continuous to the right with left hand limits. It turns
out that YF (t) is a Markov jump process, see [EKM, R2, R3], and further properties include:
• For all t, s > 0, µ{YF (t+ s) ≤ x | YF (s) = y} = F t(x) · 1{x≥y}.
• For all t, s > 0, µ{YF (t + s) = YF (t) | YF (s) = y} = F t(y). Setting Q(y) = − logF (y)
implies that the holding time in state y is given by an exponential distribution with
parameter Q(y).
• If {ti} denotes the sequence of jump times (or points of discontinuity) for YF (t) then
µ{YF (ti+1) ≤ x | YF (ti) = y} =
{
1−Q(x)/Q(y) x > y;
0 if x < y.
(7)
Our main result is to show that for certain chaotic dynamical systems the process Yn(t) in
(4) converges (weakly) to an extremal-G process YG(t). This is the first time extremal processes
have been used in the dynamical systems context. The mode of convergence to the extremal
process is in distribution on D(0,∞) with respect to the Skorokhod J1-topology. To be precise,
let µn = µ ◦ Y −1n (t), so that for all measurable A ⊂ R, Y −1n (t)(A) = {ω ∈ Ω : Yn(t)(ω) ∈ A}.
Then Yn(t)
d→ Y (t) in D(0,∞) if for all bounded continuous functions ϕ on D(0,∞),∫
(0,∞)
ϕ(x)dµn →
∫
(0,∞)
ϕ(x)dµ.
The space D(0,∞) consists of right continuous functions, with existence of limits to the left
(cadlag functions) [S]. To overview the construction of the Skorokhod J1-topology consider first
the space D[a, b], and let ‖ · ‖ denote the uniform norm on [a, b], so that ‖ϕ‖ = supa≤t≤b |ϕ(t)|.
Then a metric on D[a, b] is given by:
da,b(ϕ1, ϕ2) := inf
h∈Λ
{‖ϕ1 ◦ h− ϕ2‖ ∨ ‖h− id‖} ,
where Λ is the set of strictly increasing, continuous functions h : [a, b]→ [a, b] such that h(a) = a
and h(b) = b. The function id is the identity mapping. This metric is not complete, but an
equivalent (complete) metric can be constructed by a homeomorphism, see [R3, S].
The construction carries over to D(0,∞) by use of the following metric: let ra,bϕ(x) denote
the restriction of ϕ(x) to the interval [a, b], and define
d0,∞(ϕ1, ϕ2) :=
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
1
e−t(1 ∧ ds,t(rs,tϕ1, rs,tϕ2)) dt ds.
Then convergence ϕn → ϕ in D(0,∞) holds in the J1 metric if d0,∞(ϕn, ϕ)→ 0 at each continuity
point of ϕ. We remark that similar metrics can be constructed on D(−∞, 0) and D(−∞,∞).
2. Main results: weak convergence to an extremal process.
As noted above, the heart of this paper is to prove that the process Yn converges to a certain
extremal process. In this section we give the main results in this direction after defining the
relevant short-term and long-term mixing conditions that guarantee this convergence. In the
next section these results will then be interpreted in terms of record times and record values via
the Continuous Mapping Theorem.
We consider (X , f, µ) a measure preserving system, and assume that µ is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue m with density ρ (note that this condition could be removed in line
with [FFT2]). Within this article, unless otherwise stated we consider observable functions of
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the form φ(x) = ψ(dist(x, x˜)). Here x˜ is a chosen point in X , and ψ : [0,∞)→ R is a measurable
function with supv∈[0,∞) ψ(v) = ψ(0).
2.1. Probabilistic mixing and recurrence conditions. Let S denote the semi-ring of sub-
sets whose elements are intervals of type [a, b) for a, b ∈ R+, and let R denote the ring generated
by S. So for every A ∈ R, there exists k ∈ N, and intervals I1, . . . , Ik ∈ S such that A = ∪jIj . To
fix notation, for any α ∈ R and I = [a, b) ∈ S we have αI = [αa, αb), and I +α = [a+α, b+α).
This notation extends in a natural way to any A ∈ R. For A ∈ R, we let
M(A) = max{Xi, i ∈ A ∩ Z}.
In the case A = [0, n), we have M(A) = Mn.
Given this setup, the probabilistic condition we define first concerns that of mixing and
asymptotic independence of maxima in different blocks. We make this precise as follows. Given
0 < x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xr, suppose that u(1)n ≥ u(2)n ≥ · · · ≥ u(r)n are such that
nµ{X1 > u(k)n } → xk, ∀k ≤ r. (8)
Definition 2.1. We say that condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds, if for any disjoint collection of sets
A1, . . . ,Ar ∈ R :
|µ ({X1 > un,0} ∩ {M(A1 + t) ≤ un,1, . . . ,M(Ar + t) ≤ un,r})
−µ ({X1 > un,0})µ ({M(A1) ≤ un,1, . . . ,M(Ar) ≤ un,r})| ≤ γ(n, t),
where nγ(n, t)→ 0 for some integer sequence tn = o(n), and for each i, un,i denotes any one of
the u
(k)
n , (1 ≤ k ≤ r).
In the next definition, we consider the frequency of exceedances of the Xj (in a probabilistic
sense) over a threshold sequence {un}.
Definition 2.2. We say that condition D′r(u(k)n ) holds for a sequence {u(k)n } if
lim
k→∞
lim sup
n→∞
n
n/k∑
j=2
µ
({
X1 > u
(k)
n , Xj > u
(k)
n
})
= 0. (9)
In the case where it is known that (3) holds for given sequences {an}, {bn} and non-degenerate
distribution function G(u) we can usually take
u(k)n (xk) = a
−1
n G
−1(e−xk) + bn (10)
in the above definitions. This is certainly true in the i.i.d case, and for a wide class of dynamical
systems. In fact when this scaling rule applies it is more natural to re-write (8) and assume the
representation
nµ{X1 > u/an + bn} → − logG(u), (11)
i.e. to replace xk by − logG(u) for some u ∈ R. The limit relation (3) becomes a consequence
of (11) (rather than the converse) and is known as the Poisson approximation, see [EKM].
We briefly compare our conditions with previous ones. In the classical probability literature
there were conditions D and D′, see [LLR], but Freitas and Freitas [FF, FFT1], inspired by Collet
[C] converted these to conditions more straightforwardly checkable in a dynamical context. In
conjunction with (11) these conditions are then used to imply the limit law in (3). Condition
Dr(u(k)n ) is very similar to D3(un) used in [FFT1, Section 4] (itself similar to D(un) in that
paper): the only difference being the multiple thresholds u
(k)
n for each given n leading to a
slightly stronger condition on the mixing. Also D′r(u(k)n ) is nearly identical to D′(un) in [FFT1],
but in this case the different thresholds do not add any real strength to the condition since they
are each checked independently. The similarities between the conditions here and in [FFT1]
are strong enough that by examining the proofs (most importantly of the D condition), any
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dynamical system to which the old conditions have been shown to apply can quite easily be seen
to satisfy our new conditions.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving dynamical system, and suppose
that there exist sequences {an}, {bn} and a non-degenerate function G(u) such that (11) holds.
Suppose that for any r ≥ 1, and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r}, condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with
D′r(u(k)n ). Then the process Yn(t) = an(M[nt] − bn) converges weakly to an extremal-G process
YG(t) in D(0,∞) (endowed with the Skorokhod J1 topology).
We make several remarks about Theorem 2.3. First note that the hypotheses on (X , f, µ) as
stated are quite weak. However to check conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ) in specific applications
we usually require absolute continuity of µ and estimates on the recurrence time statistics (e.g.
ergodicity and/or decay of correlation estimate). We discuss this in Section 4. A further remark
is that conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ) are sufficient conditions to ensure convergence to YG(t).
In the i.i.d case, existence of the limit (3) alone is enough to ensure convergence, see [R3].
Thus in certain situations we might expect the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 to hold under weaker
hypotheses. We discuss this further in Section 6.
Equation (11) in itself imposes regularity conditions on the invariant density of µ and on the
form of the observable φ(x) = ψ(dist(x, x˜)). For linear scaling sequences {an}, {bn} there turn
out to be three non-degenerate types for the distribution function G, namely Gumbel, Fre´chet
and Weibull [EKM]. We make the following remark detailing how these types can arise, and for
the precise computations see e.g. [HNT1].
Remark 2.4. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving system, for given x˜ ∈ X the
invariant density ρ(x˜) lies in (0,∞) and for any r ≥ 1, and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r} condition
Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with D′r(u(k)n ). We have the following cases.
(i) If Xn = − log(dist(fn−1(x), x˜)), then Yn(t) = M[nt] − log n converges weakly to the
extremal-G process YG(t) in D(0,∞). In this case G(u) = e−2ρ(x˜)e−u.
(ii) If Xn = dist(f
n−1(x), x˜)−α for α > 0, then Yn(t) = n−αM[nt] converges weakly to the
extremal-G process YG(t) in D(0,∞). In this case G(u) = e−2ρ(x˜)u−α.
(iii) If Xn = C−dist(fn−1x, x˜)α for α > 0, then the process Yn(t) = nα(M[nt]−C) converges
weakly to the extremal-G process YG(t) in D(0,∞). In this case G(u) = e−2ρ(x˜)(−u)α.
In each case, D(0,∞) is endowed with the Skorokhod J1 topology.
Given the extremal process YG(t) its (path) inverse is defined by:
Y←G (t) = inf{x : Y (x) > t},
where the domain of Y←G is the left and right end-points of G. Given Yn(t) = an(M[nt] − bn),
denote the inverse path process by Y←n (t). We have the following result.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving dynamical system, and suppose
that there exist sequences {an}, {bn} and a non-degenerate function G(u) such that (11) holds.
Suppose that for any r ≥ 1, and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r} condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with
D′r(u(k)n ). Then the process Y←n (x) converges weakly to the inverse extremal-G process Y←G (t) in
D(E), (endowed with the Skorokhod J1 topology), where E ⊂ R is the domain of definition of G.
For example, in Theorem 2.5 we take E = (−∞,∞) in the case of the Gumbel distribution.
For the Fre´chet and Weibull distributions we take E = (0,∞) and E = (−∞, 0) respectively.
3. The distribution of record times and record values
Given the processes YG(t) and Y
←
G (t), we describe next the distribution of their jump values,
i.e. the locations of their discontinuities. This has natural application to the theory of record
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times and record values which we describe as follows. Consider the original processes {Xn},
{Mn}, and let τ1 = 1. Define a strictly increasing sequence {τk} via:
τk = inf{j > τk−1 : Xj > Mj−1}. (12)
Then this sequence {τk} forms the record times associated to the process Mn, namely the times
where Mn jumps. The corresponding record values are given by the Xτk = Mτk . For the process
Yn(t) = an(M[nt] − bn), we see that the jumps of Yn(t) occur precisely at the times tk = τk/n
where τk is a record time. The jump values Yn(tk) are then the (normalised) record values
an(Xτk − bn). We shall use point process theory to describe the distributional behaviour of these
jump times and jump values.
3.1. Overview of point process theory. To study extremal processes and their corresponding
jump processes we use a point process approach. We recall some general properties of point
processes, see [R3, Chapter 3]. Let (Ω,B, µ) be a probability space, where B is a σ-algebra
of subsets of Ω. Let E ⊂ Rd be a state space, with Borel σ-algebra E . The set E is the
region in which points will be defined. Given a sequence of (vector-valued) random variables
Xi : Ω → E, consider the quantity ξ =
∑∞
i=1 δXi , where δx is the Dirac measure at x. Then
ξ : (Ω,B, µ) → (Mp(E),Mp(E)) defines a point process. The set Mp(E) is the collection of
point (counting) measures m on E, with m(A) <∞ if A ⊂ E is compact. The setMp(E) is the
corresponding σ-algebra of subsets of Mp(E). Thus given A ⊂ E, ξ(A) ∈ N is itself a random
variable associated to the sequence {Xi}, i.e., given ω ∈ Ω, and A ⊂ E,
ξ := ξ(A,ω) =
∞∑
i=1
δXi(ω)(A) = ]{i : Xi(ω) ∈ A}.
Of interest to us are the special class of point processes known as Poisson random measures
(PRM). We say that a point process ξ is a PRM with mean measure λ if the following hold:
(1) For all A ∈ E ,
µ(ξ(A, ·) = k) = λ(A)
ke−λ(A)
k!
.
(2) If Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and all m ≥ 1 then ξ(A1), . . . , ξ(Am) are
independent random variables.
The mean (or intensity) measure λ satisfies λ(A) = E(ξ(A)) for all A ∈ E . If we can write
λ =
∫
A γ(t) dt, then we call γ(t) the intensity of the process ξ.
We now consider convergence of a sequence of point processes. A sequence {ξn} of point
processes converges in distribution (or converges weakly) to a point process ξ in Mp(E) if for
any finite collection B1, . . . , Bm of bounded Borel sets in E with µ(ξ(∂Bi) = 0) = 1,
(ξn(B1), ξn(B2), . . . , ξn(Bm))→ (ξ(B1), ξ(B2), . . . , ξ(Bm)).
To prove such convergence for sequences of (simple) point processes it suffices to check the
following criteria due to Kallenberg [K]:
(a) E(ξn(B))→ E(ξ(B)), where B is a semi-closed rectangle in E.
(b) µ{ξn(B) = 0} → µ{ξ(B) = 0} for all finite unions of semi-closed rectangles B ⊂ E.
In the definition above, we take semi-closed (and disjoint unions) of intervals of the form (a, b]
for subsets of R, while in R2 we take semi-closed (and disjoint unions of) rectangles of the form
(a, b]× (c, d].
Next we discuss vague convergence of measures, and convergence of certain transformations
of measures. These concepts will be used in Section 5. We say that a sequence of measures {µn}
convergences vaguely to µ (written µn
v→ µ), if ∫ g dµn → ∫ g dµ for all continunuous functions g
that are compactly supported. In general vague convergence does not imply weak convergence,
e.g. µn = δn (the Dirac mass at n ∈ N) converges vaguely to µ = 0, but not weakly. For point
processes, there exists a vague metric which makes Mp(E) a complete metric space.
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To study weak convergence of certain functionals of point process we will make use of the
Continuous Mapping Theorem (CMT). Consider metric spaces M and M ′ and let µ be a prob-
ability measure. A function h : M →M ′ is a.s. continuous if the set of discontinuities of h has
µ-measure zero. Suppose that ξn
d→ ξ in M , then the Continuous Mapping Theorem asserts
that h(ξn)
d→ h(ξ) in M ′ provided h is a.s. continuous.
3.2. The record time and record value point processes. We now state distributional
results for the record-time and record-value jump processes. For the process Yn(t) = an(M[nt]−
bn), recall that tk = τk/n are the jump times. i.e. where Xτk > Mτk−1. The jump values are
given by Y (tk). We consider the following two point processes (defined on subsets of R):
Rn :=
∞∑
j=1
δ j
n
· 1{Xj>Mj−1}, Vn :=
∑
τk
δYn(τk/n), (13)
the former is the record time process and the latter is the record value process.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving dynamical system, and suppose
that there exist sequences {an}, {bn} and a non-degenerate function G(u) such that (11) holds.
Suppose that for any r ≥ 1 and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r} condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with
D′r(u(k)n ). We have the following cases:
(1) The point process Rn converges weakly to the point process R on state space (0,∞). The
process R is a PRM with intensity γ(t) = 1/t. i.e. for any 0 < a < b <∞:
lim
n→∞µ{Rn(a, b) = k} =
(log(b/a))k
k!
· a
b
.
(2) The point process Vn =
∑
τk
δY (τk/n) converges weakly to the point process V on state
space E ⊂ R (the domain of G), where V is a PRM with intensity measure λV given by
λV ([a, b]) = − log(− logG(b)) + log(− logG(a)).
Hence Theorem 3.1 implies that the process Rn converges to a PRM R on E = (0,∞) with
intensity γ(t) = 1/t irrespective of the underlying distribution function G. We remark that if
item (1) of the Theorem 3.1 holds for a particular observable φ : X → R, then Rn d→ R holds
for any injective and monotone increasing transformation of X1. By contrast, the limit process
Vn does depend on G, and hence on the form of φ. We do not consider all possibilities, but
remark that in the case of G being the Gumbel distribution,
lim
n→∞µ{Vn(a, b) = k} =
(b− a)ke−(b−a)
k!
.
This would apply to the dynamical process Xn = − log dist(fn−1(x), x˜). We remark further that
the process Vn determines the jump times for inverse process Y←G (t).
4. Application of Results
In this section we give an overview of dynamical system models that fit within our assump-
tions, namely Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ). As mentioned above, conditions of this type have been
considered in many recent papers. In most applications it is the short-range condition which is
hardest to prove, and as noted above, once the usual short range condition is proved, D′r(u(k)n ) fol-
lows immediately. Checking that the long-range mixing condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds follows almost
exactly as usual, namely via decay of correlations:
We say that (X , f, ν) has decay of correlations in Banach spaces B1 versus B2, (DC), if there
exists a monotonically decreasing sequence Θ(j)→ 0 such that for all ϕ1 ∈ B1 and all ϕ2 ∈ B2:∣∣∣∣∫ ϕ1 · ϕ2 ◦ f jdν − ∫ ϕ1dν ∫ ϕ2dν∣∣∣∣ ≤ Θ(j)‖φ1‖B1‖φ2‖B2 ,
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where ‖ · ‖B denotes the norm in space B.
If this condition holds and B2 contains indicator functions on balls with norm of order the
measure of the ball, and Θ(j) decays fast enough then it is easy to prove Dr(u(k)n ). When this
doesn’t happen, there are approximation arguments (eg. [Gu]) to derive the same result.
In checking condition D′r(u(k)n ) the form of the observable is of significance, and in most ap-
plications observables take the form φ(x) = ψ(dist(x, x˜)) with dist(·, ·) the Euclidean metric.
Checking D′r(u(k)n ) is then reduced to understanding the recurrence statistics for asymptoti-
cally shrinking balls. For other types of observables with general level set geometries, checking
D′r(u(k)n ) (and its variant) becomes a much harder problem.
We will list a set of dynamical systems to which our results apply, where the details of how
to check our mixing conditions are essentially the same as in the references given.
4.1. Expanding interval maps. The simplest example is the tent map f(x) = 1 − |1 − 2x|,
defined for x ∈ [0, 1]. In this case ν = Leb, and the system has exponentially decaying Θ(j) as
defined in condition (DC) for B1 = Lip and B2 = L∞. The much more general case of Rychlik
maps was considered in [FFT1]: here B1 = BV and B2 = L1.
4.2. Non-uniformly expanding maps: rapid mixing. Consider the quadratic map f(x) =
ax(1 − x), defined for x ∈ [0, 1] and parameter set a ∈ [0, 4]. For a positive measure set of
parameters it is known that ν is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and
condition (DC) holds for Θ(n) = θn0 , (some θ0 < 1). Our conditions can be shown to hold using
ideas from [C].
4.3. Intermittent maps with polynomial decay of correlations. Consider the class of
intermittent type maps f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] which take the form
f(x) =
{
x(1 + 2αxα) if 0 6 x < 12 ;
2x− 1 if 12 6 x 6 1,
with α ∈ (0, 1). This system admits an absolutely continuous invariant measure ν and condition
(DC) applies, with Θ(n) = O
(
n1−
1
α
)
, see [Y2]. Our conditions hold as in [HNT1], namely there
is an explicit value α0 ∈ (0, 1) such that conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ) hold for all α ∈ [0, α0).
We remark that it is the methodology used in the actual checking of the conditions that leads
to the permissible range of α, and the bound α0. It is a conjectural on whether we can take
α0 = 1, see Section 6.
5. Generating extremal and jump processes from point processes
Our approach to proving Theorems 2.3, 2.5 and 3.1 is to consider weak convergence of point
processes ξn (defined on subsets of the plane) and apply the CMT. As before we suppose that
there exist constants an, bn and a non-degenerate function G such that nµ{X1 > u/an + bn} →
− logG(u), and therefore have in mind a dynamical system (X , f, µ) with absolutely continuous
invariant measure µ, and observable function φ(x) = ψ(dist(x, x˜)), with ψ : R+ → R regularly
(or slowly) varying. The key tool is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving dynamical system, and suppose
that there exist sequences {an}, {bn} and a non-degenerate function G(u) such that (11) holds.
Suppose that for any r ≥ 1, and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r} condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with
D′r(u(k)n ). Then the point process ξn =
∑n
i=1 δz(i,n) with z(i, n) = (
i
n , an(Xi − bn)) converges
weakly to a PRM in state space E = [0,∞) × R whose intensity measure λ = Leb × λG with
λG([a, b]) = logG(b)− logG(a).
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We shall postpone the proof of this theorem to Section 7 as it relies heavily on conditions
Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ). We now show how the main theorems follow from Theorem 5.1 and the
CMT. Our approach follows that of [R2, R3] and an outline is as follows. Let M and M ′ be two
metric spaces with associated metrics d and d′ (resp.). A main difficulty is showing when a given
map h : M → M ′ is a.s. continuous. An element ξ ∈ M is a discontinuity of h if there exists a
sequence {ξn} with d(ξn, ξ) → 0 but d′(h(ξn), h(ξ)) 6→ 0. The map is a.s. continuous if the set
of discontinuities ξ ∈ M has µ-measure 0. This agrees with the usual notion of (dis)continuity,
although we must keep track of the underlying metrics being used. For definiteness, consider
the case where M = Mp(E) for some E ⊂ Rm, (m ≥ 1), and M ′ = D(0,∞). We take d to be the
vague metric and take d′ to be the Skorokhod J1 metric. To show a.s. continuity of h , we must
show that d′(h(ξn), h(ξ))→ 0 for all sequences ξn with ξn v→ ξ, and for µ-a.e. ξ ∈M . Applying
the CMT will then imply that h(ξn)
d→ h(ξ) for all such sequences ξn d→ ξ.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Given the planar point process ξ :=
∑∞
i=1 δ(ti,yi), let H1 : Mp((0,∞) ×
R)→ D(0,∞) be the real valued function defined by H1(ξ)(t) = sup{yi : ti ≤ t}. Then H1 maps
point processes to D(0,∞). If ξ is a PRM then as is shown in [R3, Chapter 4] the map H1 is
a.s. continuous with respect to ξ. This is achieved by taking any sequence {ξn} with ξn v→ ξ
(i.e. converging vaguely) and showing that da,b(h(ξn)(t), h(ξ)(t)) → 0 for any 0 < a < b < ∞.
Checking the latter is sufficient to prove convergence in D(0,∞).
In the case where ξ is a PRM with intensity measure λ = Leb × λG, (where λG([a, b]) =
logG(b)− logG(a)), then H1(ξ)(t) has finite dimensional distributions which coincide with that
of an extremal-G process YG(t). Hence for the process ξn defined in Theorem 5.1, the CMT
asserts that H1(ξn)(t)
d→ H1(ξ)(t), and so Yn(t) converges weakly to an extremal-G process
YG(t). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Given a planar point process ξ :=
∑∞
i=1 δ(ti,yi) consider the function H2
defined by H2(ξ)(t) = inf{ti : yi > t}. This function is again a.s. continuous with respect to a
PRM ξ [R3, Chapter 4]. If in particular ξ is a PRM with intensity measure λ = Leb× λG, (and
λG([a, b]) = logG(b) − logG(a)), then H2(ξ)(t) has finite dimensional distributions equivalent
to those of Y←G (t) (the inverse of YG(t)). Hence for the process ξn defined in Theorem 5.1, the
CMT asserts that H2(ξn)(t)
d→ H2(ξ)(t), and so Y←n (t) converges weakly to Y←G (t).
We remark that it is tempting to apply H1 and then a mapping H˜ with H˜(y) = y
← for
y ∈ D(0,∞). However this latter map is not continuous on D(0,∞). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first consider item (1), and the process Rn. Consider the subset
D˜(0,∞) of D(0,∞) consisting of functions which are constant between isolated jumps (i.e.,
the jumps do not accumulate anywhere in (0,∞)). For an element Y (t) ∈ D˜(0,∞), let H3 :
D˜(0,∞)→Mp(0,∞) be the counting function: H3(Y (t)) =
∑
i δti(0, t), where ti are jump times
for Y (t). As shown in [R3] the function H3 is a.s. continuous when restricted to functions on
D˜(0,∞). This is achieved by taking a sequence yn ∈ D˜(0,∞) converging to y ∈ D˜(0,∞) (with
respect to J1 metric), and then showing that H3(yn)→ H3(y) in the vague metric on Mp(0,∞).
The basic observation here is that closeness of the graphs of yn and y (in the J1 sense) implies
that their discontinuities are close. Hence the corresponding point masses of H3(yn) and H(y)
are close (in the vague metric sense).
If YG(t) is an extremal-G process, then H3(Y (t)) is a PRM on (0,∞) with intensity γ(t) = 1/t.
Hence to get the required convergence result for Rn we apply the composition H3 ◦H1 to the
planar point process and then the CMT.
Now consider item (2), and the process Vn. As in the proof of item (1), we again consider
the function H3, but this time apply it to elements of Y
←
G (t) ∈ D˜(−∞,∞). The corresponding
process H3(Y
←
G )(t) =
∑
i δY (ti) is a PRM with mean-measure λ([a, b]) = − log(− logG(b)) +
log(− logG(a)). Hence to get the required convergence result for Vn, we apply the composition
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H3 ◦ H2 to the planar point process sequence {ξn}. This composition is a.s. continuous with
respect to the PRM ξ, and hence we apply the CMT. 
6. Discussion
In this article we have developed a general approach to prove convergence to extremal pro-
cesses for chaotic dynamical systems. We have also established consequential results such as
determining the statistics of record events. We now make several remarks about the wider
applicability of our results and scope for future investigations. Firstly our results apply to
dynamical systems that satisfy the Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ) conditions. For a wide class of non-
uniformly expanding dynamical systems, such as those considered within [C, FFT1, HNT1] our
results apply. We note that these conditions are sufficient for our results. If these conditions fail
to hold then it is possible that the conclusions of our results still hold. This might be the case
for certain non-mixing systems, such as suspended flows considered in [HNT1]. Furthermore, we
might ask on whether it is possible to by-pass the checking of conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n )
to obtain our convergence results. An assumption on the existence of an extreme distribution
such as (3) is still expected to be required. However, our results would then apply to a broader
class of systems where a link between extremes and return time statistics is known, see [FFT1].
For hyperbolic systems with attractors (i.e. those that support Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB)
measures) then we expect similar conclusions to hold on the existence of an extremal process.
For related results on extremes for hyperbolic systems, see [CC, GHN, Z]. To study extremal
processes and records for these systems further work is required. Particular issues include the
actual checking of the conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and D′r(u(k)n ), and controlling the regularity of the
SRB measure µ (or regularity of the observable function) to ensure existence of a non-degenerate
limit function G.
It is possible to investigate further situations where D′r(u(k)n ) fails, for example in the case of
observable functions maximised at periodic points. For such observables the limit function G
in (3) incorporates an extra parameter known as an extremal index, and for dynamical systems
this has been recently studied, for example in [FFT3]. To ensure convergence to a corresponding
extremal process, alternative conditions to D′r(u(k)n ) would need to be formulated.
The results we have stated about extremal processes and records are not exhaustive. Combin-
ing Theorem 5.1 with the CMT we can obtain results about the distribution of inter-record times
(i.e. ti+1 − ti), the jump sizes (Y (ti+1)− Y (ti)), and the distributions governing the maximum
inter-record times/jump sizes, see [R2, R1, R3]. For systems that satisfy conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and
D′r(u(k)n ) the joint asymptotic distribution of maxima can also be derived, see [LLR, Section 5.6].
In other directions beyond the scope of this work, we should mention that planar convergence
of point processes to a PRM (i.e. conclusions similar to that of Theorem 5.1) have been used in
the study of convergence to Levy processes for certain dynamical systems, see [T].
Finally we note that our results are all on distributional convergence. In the i.i.d case almost
sure convergence results for records is known. For an i.i.d process {Xn}, let τn denote the time
to the n’th record (as in (12)), and Wn the number or records observed up to time n. Then
almost surely we have (τn)
1/n → e and Wn/ log n → 1. For dynamical systems we conjecture
that similar results hold. For the maximum process, recent work on almost sure convergence
is established in [HNT2]. In the i.i.d case, almost sure convergence for records is proved by
embedding the maximum process Mn into the extremal process Y (t) for t ∈ N. However, for
dependent processes driven by dynamical systems new ideas are required.
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7. Proof of Theorem 5.1
It remains to prove Theorem 5.1 and we do this as follows. In the first instance we show in
Proposition 7.1 how conditions Dr(u(k)n ) and Dr(un) can be used to obtain asymptotic indepen-
dence of blocks of maxima on disjoint intervals. Using this result, we then apply the criteria of
Kallenberg to prove the theorem via a thinning construction as used in [LLR].
7.1. Asymptotic independence of maxima on disjoint intervals. We need to show that
the behaviour of maxima in disjoint intervals is approximately independent. For dynamical
systems, condition Dr(u
(k)
n ) as used in [LLR] is not readily verifiable, and hence we propose
condition Dr(u(k)n ) instead, inspired by [FFT1]. As mentioned in Section 4, such a condition
can be easily checked for dynamical systems once information on decay of correlations is known.
However we must show that this condition leads to the same conclusion in order to apply the
thinning constructions of [LLR], which is the conclusion of the following result.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that p ∈ N and A = ∩pj=1Ij, where Ij = [aj , bj). Let xk > 0 for
k = 1, . . . , p and for each 1 ≤ k ≤ p, (u(k)n )n be such that nµ(X0 > u(k)n ) → xk. Assume that
conditions D′p(u(k)n ) and Dp(u(k)n ) hold. Then
µ
 p⋂
j=1
{M(nIj) ≤ u(j)n }
→ p∏
j=1
e−xj(bj−aj).
The proof of this proposition is technical and extends the ideas presented in [FFT1, Section
4]. We postpone the proof until Section 8.
7.2. Thinning constructions for point processes. As a first step we consider the notion of
an independent thinning of a Poisson point process ξ, see [LLR, Section 5.5]. We say that a
process ξˆ is an independent thinning of ξ with parameter p ∈ (0, 1), if for every point of ξ, there
is a probability p that this point is retained in ξˆ. An elementary argument shows that if ξ has
intensity 1, then ξˆ has intensity p.
Suppose now that the sequence x1 < · · · < xr is defined, and u(k)n is such that nµ{X1 >
u
(k)
n } → xk. Then u(1)n > · · · > u(r)n . Fix horizontal lines L1, . . . , Lr in the plane, and define
δ
(k)
j/n to be the Dirac mass concentrated at the point on Lk whose horizontal coordinate is j/n.
The actual position of each Lk is not important provided their (vertical) order is preserved as
described below. Given k ≤ r, we let ξ(k)n denote the point process
ξ(k)n =
n∑
j=1
δ
(k)
j/n · 1{Xj>u(k)n },
and let ξ˜n =
∑r
k=1 ξ
(k)
n . Notice that for each k, if a ξ˜
(k)
n has a point at location j/n, then each
ξ
(l)
n has a points at j/n too (for all l ≥ k). This follows by the ordering of u(k)n .
We next define the point process ξ˜ =
∑r
k=1 ξ
(k), where {ξ(k)} is a sequence of (independently)
thinned Poisson point processes, each having points on respective lines Lk, with L1 > L2 > · · · >
Lr (ordered in vertical height), and with corresponding intensity parameter xk. In particular,
for each k, ξ(k) is an independent thinning of ξ(k+1) with probability parameter p = xk/xk+1.
We have the following result:
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that (X , f, µ) is a measure preserving system. Suppose for any r ≥ 1,
and any sequence {xi, i ≤ r} condition Dr(u(k)n ) holds together with D′r(u(k)n ). Then the point
process ξ˜n defined on lines {Lk}rk=1 (as described above) converges weakly to the point process ξ˜
on (0, 1]× R.
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Remark 7.3. For ease of exposition we prove convergence on (0, 1] × R. The method of proof
extends to versions converging on state space (0,∞) × R. In this case we require the Dr(u(k)n )
and D′r(u(k)n ) conditions to hold for sequences of the form {u(k)n (mxk)}, (for all m ≥ 1). Here
{u(k)n (xk)} is the sequence defined in (8).
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Using the criteria of Kallenberg it is sufficient to check the following:
(a) E(ξ˜n(B)) → E(ξ˜(B)), where B is of the form (a, b] × (c, d], for c < d, 0 < a < b, and
b ≤ 1.
(b) µ{ξ˜n = 0} → µ{ξ˜ = 0} for all B = ∪j(Aj × Cj), where Aj , Cj are semi-closed intervals
as described in (a) above, and with Aj × Cj disjoint.
Checking these conditions follows [LLR, Section 5.5] as applied to dependent processes. In
particular checking part (a) is straightforward and is done as follows. We suppose that B :=
(a, b] × (c, d] intersects lines Ls, . . . , Lt for 1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ r. Then ξ˜n(B) =
∑t
k=s ξ
(k)
n ((a, b]) and
ξ˜(B) =
∑t
k=s ξ
(k)((a, b]). The expectation of the latter is (b− a)∑sk=t xk. Taking expectations
of the former we obtain:
E(ξ˜n(B)) =
r∑
k=1
E
 n∑
j=1
δ
(k)
j/n(B) · 1{Xj>u(k)n }
 = ([nb]− [na]) t∑
k=s
µ{X1 > u(k)n }
∼ n(b− a)
t∑
k=s
xk
n
→ E(ξ˜(B)).
We now check part (b) where Proposition 7.1 is used. Write B = ∪j(Aj×Cj), with Aj = (aj , bj ],
and Cj = (cj , dj ]. By a rearrangement, we can express B as ∪j(aj , bj ]×Dj , with (aj , bj ] disjoint,
and Dj a finite union of semi-closed intervals. Hence
{ξ˜n(B) = 0} =
⋂
j
{ξ˜n(Ej) = 0},
where Ej = (aj , bj ]×Dj . For each j, we take Lkj to be the lowest line intersecting Ej . By the
thinning construction of ξ˜n,
{ξ˜n(Ej) = 0} = {ξ(kj)n ((aj , bj ]) = 0}.
This corresponds to the set {M(([ajn], [bjn])) ≤ ukj}. We can now immediately apply Proposi-
tion 7.1 to conclude that
µ{ξ˜n(B) = 0} → exp
−∑
j
(bj − aj)xkj
 = µ{ξ˜(B) = 0}.

7.3. Concluding the proof of Theorem 5.1. Given Proposition 7.2, we now show that the
process ξn =
∑
i≥1 δz(i,n) converges to a Poisson process on the plane with intensity measure
λ = Leb × λG, with λG[a, b] = logG(b) − logG(a). The argument is purely probabilistic and
follows [LLR, Section 5.7]. We give the main steps. It is convenient to work with the process
ξˆn =
∑
i≥1 δw(i,n) with w(i, n) =
(
i
n , u
−1
n (Xi)
)
. Recall that the function un(x) is determined via
the limit relation nµ{X1 > un(x)} → x (from (8)), and hence if (10) applies then w(i, n) =(
i
n ,− logG(an(Xi − bn))
)
. We show that ξˆn converges to a Poisson process ξˆ in state space
(0,∞)× (0,∞), with Lebesgue as the intensity measure. A simple change of measure argument
then shows that ξ is a PRM with the corresponding intensity measure λ.
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Continuing with the proof, and by Kallenberg’s criteria it is sufficient to check items (a), and
(b) as specified in the proof of Proposition 7.2 (for a suitable collection of disjoint semi-closed
rectangles). If B = (a, b]× [c, d), then
E(ξˆn(B)) = E
∑
j≥1
δw(j,n)(B)
 = ([nb]− [na])µ{c ≤ u−1n (X1) < d}
∼ n(b− a)µ{un(c) ≤ X1 ≤ un(d)} ∼ (b− a)(d− c) = E(ξˆ(B)).
To show (b), we consider the event {ξˆn(B) = 0}, where (as before) B = ∪j(Aj × Cj), with
Aj = (aj , bj ], Cj = [cj , dj), and Aj × Cj forming a disjoint collection. By a rearrangement,
we can express B as ∪j(aj , bj ] ×Dj , with (aj , dj ] disjoint, and Dj a finite union of semi-closed
intervals. Indeed we can also make the simplifying assumption that B = ∪j (A×Dj) for A =
(a, b], since the proof essentially is the same otherwise. So writing B =
⋃m
j=1 (A×Dj), with
Dj = [x2j−1, x2j ], for all j ≤ m, and some sequence x1 < · · · < x2m,
{ξˆn(B) = 0} =
m⋂
j=1
{
ξ(2j−1)n (A) = ξ
(2j)
n (A)
}
, (14)
where ξ
(j)
n (A) = ]{` ≤ n : `/n ∈ A, un(xj) < X`}, i.e. ξ(j) counts the number of times of an
exceedance ` 6 n of un(xj) where `/n ∈ A. The decomposition in (14) corresponds to the fact
that we cannot have any X` with un(x2j) < X` < un(x2j−1), and therefore an exceedance of
un(x2j) implies an exceedance of un(x2j−1).
The processes ξ
(j)
n meet the criteria of the thinning processes used in Proposition 7.2, and so:
(ξ(1)n (A), . . . , ξ
(2m)
n (A))→ (ξ(1)(A), . . . , ξ(2m)(A)),
where convergence is in distribution. The distributions ξ(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ 2m) correspond to the
successively thinned Poisson processes defined in Proposition 7.2, and we obtain
µ{ξˆn(B) = 0} → µ
 m⋂
j=1
{ξ(2j−1)(A) = ξ2j(A)}
 . (15)
To compute the right hand side of (15), we use the thinning properties of the ξ(j). Note first of
all that
µ
(
ξ(2m−1)(A) = ξ(2m)(A)
)
=
∞∑
k=1
(x2m(b− a))ke−x2m(b−a)
k!
(
x2m−1
x2m
)k
= e−(x2m−x2m−1)(b−a),
and by successive thinning we obtain for jm−1 ≤ jm:
µ
{(
ξ(2m−1)(A) = ξ(2m)(A) = jm
)
∩
(
ξ(2m−3)(A) = ξ(2m−3)(A) = jm−1
)}
=
(x2m(b− a))jme−x2m(b−a)
jm!
(
jm
jm−1
)(
x2m−3
x2m−1
)jm−1 (
1− x2m−2
x2m−1
)jm−jm−1
Summing over all 0 ≤ jm−1 ≤ jm <∞, we obtain
µ
{(
ξ(2m−1)(A) = ξ(2m)(A)
)
∩ ξ(2m−3)(A) = ξ(2m−3)(A)
)
=
exp{−(b− a)(x2m − x2m−1 + x2m−2 − x2m−3)}
We can clearly iterate this, and a formula for the general case is given by:
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µ{
m⋂
k=1
(
ξ(2k−1)(A) = ξ(2k)(A) = jk
)}
=
(x2m−1(b− a))jme−x2m(b−a)
k!
m∏
k=2
(
jk
jk−1
)(
x2k−3
x2k−1
)jk−1 (
1− x2k−2
x2k−1
)jk−jk−1
(16)
The probability of the event in (15) is then obtained by summing together all probabilities in
(16) with 0 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ . . . ≤ jm. By an iterative method we obtain
µ
 m⋂
j=1
{ξ(2j−1)(A) = ξ2j(A)}
 = exp{− m∑
j=1
(x2j − x2j−1)(b− a)} = exp{−Leb(B)}.
This completes the proof.
8. Proof of Proposition 7.1
We must first adapt [FFT1, Lemma 4.2]:
Lemma 8.1. (a) Given sets A1, . . . , Aw ⊂ [0,∞) and B1 ⊃ A1, let ` := #{j ∈ N : j ∈
B1 \A1} and (ui)wi=1 ⊂ R,∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
w⋂
i=1
{M(Ai) 6 ui}
)
− µ
(
{M(B1) 6 u1} ∩
w⋂
i=2
{M(Ai) 6 ui}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6 µ(M(A1) 6 u1)− µ(M(B1) 6 u1) 6 `µ(X > u1),
(b) For w ∈ N, assuming min{x : x ∈ Ai, i = 1, . . . , w} > r + t, for A0 = [0, r + t), for
u′ > 0,∣∣∣∣∣µ
{M(A0) 6 u′} ∩ w⋂
j=1
{M(Aj) 6 uj}
− µ
 w⋂
j=1
{M(Aj) 6 uj}

+
r−1∑
i=0
µ
{X > u′} ∩ w⋂
j=1
{M(Aj − i) 6 uj}
∣∣∣∣∣
6 2r
r−1∑
i=1
µ
({X > u′} ∩ {Xi > u′})+ tµ(X > u′).
Proof. For the first part, the first equality is an elementary argument, while the final inequality
follows from (4.1) in [FFT1, Lemma 4.2].
The second part follows as in (4.2) of [FFT1, Lemma 4.2], itself a minor adaptation of [FF,
Lemma 3.2]. 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. We closely follow the proof of [FFT1, Proposition 1].
Let h := infj∈{1,...,p}{bj − aj} and H := dsup{x : x ∈ A}e. Take k > 2/h and n sufficiently
large. Note this guarantees that if we partition n[0, H] ∩ Z into blocks of length rn := bn/kc,
J1 = [Hn − rn, Hn), J2 = [Hn − 2rn, Hn − rn),. . . , JHk = [Hn − Hkrn, n − (Hk − 1)rn),
JHk+1 = [0, Hn − Hkrn), then there is at least one of these blocks contained in nIi. Let
S` = S`(k) be the number of blocks Jj contained in nI` minus 1, that is,
S` := #{j ∈ {1, . . . ,Hk} : Jj ⊂ nI`} − 1.
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So S` > 0 ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Set i` := min{j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : Jj ⊂ nI`}. Then Ji` , Ji`+1, . . . , Ji`+S` ⊂
nI`. Now, fix ` and for each i ∈ {ip−`+1, . . . , ip−`+1 + Sp−`+1} let
Bi :=
i⋃
j=ip−`+1
Jj , J
∗
i := [Hn− irn, Hn− (i− 1)rn − tn) and J ′i := Ji − J∗i
for tn = o(n) given in D˜r(un). Note that |J∗i | = rn − tn and |J ′i | = tn. See Figure 8 for more of
an idea of the notation here.
0 Hn
nI1 nI2 nIpnIp-1nIp-l+1
J
p-l+1i
J
p-l+1i p-l+1+S
Ji
* 'Ji
Bi
Ji
Figure 1. Notation
For the first part of the proof, we write u
(j)
n = uj . Then for any u
′ ∈ R∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(Bi) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > u′))µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(Bi) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
+ rnµ(X > u
′)µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(Bi) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
+
rn−tn−1∑
j=0
µ
(
{Xj+Hn−irn > u′} ∩ {M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣(rn − tn)µ(X > u′)µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
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−
rn−tn−1∑
j=0
µ
(
{Xj+Hn−irn > u′} ∩ {M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+ tnµ(X > u
′).
We next apply Lemma 8.1(b) to the first sum in absolute value above. Since Bi = Ji∪Bi−1 =
J∗i ∪ J ′i ∪Bi−1, we can translate the sets in the first two terms here back by Hn− irn and with
Ji − (Hn− irn) = [0, rn) taking the place of A0 in our lemma, and correspondingly shifting the
terms in the sum there by dj = (j+Hn− irn). Then (also shifting terms in the second absolute
value by dj and using the invariance of µ),
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(Bi) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > u′))µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6 2(rn − tn)
rn−tn−1∑
j=1
µ({X > u′} ∩ {Xj > u′}) + tnµ(X > u′)
+
rn−tn−1∑
j=0
∣∣∣∣∣µ(X > u′)µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− µ
(
{X > u′} ∩ {M(Bi−1 − dj) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1 − dj) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+ tnµ(X > u
′).
Now using condition D˜r(un), we obtain
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(Bi) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > u′))µ
(
{M(Bi−1) 6 u′} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2(rn − tn)
rn−tn−1∑
j=1
µ({X > u′} ∩ {Xj > u′}) + 2tnµ(X > u′) + (rn − tn)γ(n, tn).
Set
Υk,n(u
′) := 2(rn − tn)
rn−tn−1∑
j=1
µ({X > u′} ∩ {Xj > u′}) + 2tnµ(X > u′) + (rn − tn)γ(n, tn).
By the definition of uj = un,j , we may assume that n and k are sufficiently large so that
n
kµ(X > uj) < 2 and |1− rnµ(X > uj)| < 1 which implies∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
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− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1−1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6 Υk,n(up−`+1),
and
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))2µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1−2) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1−1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+ |1− rnµ(X > up−`+1)|
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1−1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1−2) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
6 2Υk,n(up−`+1),
Inductively, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+1µ
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6 Sp−`+1Υk,n(up−`+1).
Using Lemma 8.1(a),∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+1µ
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
{M(BSp−`+1) 6 up−`+1} ∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))
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− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+1µ
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− µ
({
M
(
∪Sp−`+1i=i` Ji
)
6 up−`+1
}
∩
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
))∣∣∣∣∣
+ Sp−`+1Υk,n(up−`+1)
6 2rnµ(X > up−`+1) + Sp−`+1Υk,n(up−`+1).
For the next step we estimate∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+1(1− rnµ(X > up−`+2))Sp−`+2µ
(
`−2⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+1µ
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
+ |1− rnµ(X > up−`+2)|Sp−`+2
∣∣∣∣∣µ
(
`−1⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
− (1− rnµ(X > up−`+1))Sp−`+2µ
(
`−2⋂
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)∣∣∣∣∣
6 2rn (µ(X > up−`+1) + µ(X > up−`+2)) + Sp−`+1Υk,n(up−`+1) + Sp−`+2Υk,n(up−`+2)
Therefore, by induction, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣µ
(⋂`
i=1
{M(nIp−i+1) 6 up−i+1}
)
−
p∏
j=1
(1− rnµ(X > uj))Sj
∣∣∣∣∣
6 2rn
p∑
j=1
µ(X > uj) +
p∑
j=1
SjΥk,n(uj).
Now, it is easy to see that Sj ∼ k|Ij |, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Consequently, recalling un,j = uj ,
lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞
p∏
j=1
(1− rnµ(X > uj))Sj = lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞
p∏
j=1
(
1−
⌊n
k
⌋
µ(X > uj)
)Sj
= lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞
p∏
j=1
(
1−
⌊n
k
⌋
µ(X > uj)
)k|Ij |
= lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞
p∏
j=1
(
1− xj
k
)k|Ij |
=
p∏
j=1
e−xj |Ij |
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To conclude the proof it suffices to show that
lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞
2rn p∑
j=1
µ(X > un,j) +
p∑
j=1
SjΥk,n(un,j)
 = 0.
We start by noting that, since nµ(X > un,j)→ xj ≥ 0,
lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞ 2rnµ(X > un,j) = limk→+∞
2xj
k
= 0.
Next we need to check that for each j = 1, . . . , p
lim
k→+∞
lim
n→+∞ 2k(rn − tn)
rn−tn−1∑
j=1
µ({X > un,j} ∩ {Xj > un,j}) + 2tnµ(X > un,j)
+ k(rn − tn)γ(n, tn) = 0.
Recall that tn = o(n) is given by Dp(u(k)n ). Now, observe that for each j = 1, . . . , p and every
k ∈ N, we have limn→∞ ktnµ(X > u(j)n ) = 0. Finally, we use Dp(u(k)n ) and D′p(u(k)n ) to prove
that the two remaining terms also go to 0. 
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